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Abstract
In the next decade, a growing number of scientific and industrial applications will require powerefficient systems providing unprecedented computation, memory, and communication resources. A
promising paradigm foresees the use of heterogeneous many-tile architectures. The resulting
computing systems are complex: they must be protected against several sources of faults and critical
events, and application programmers must be provided with programming paradigms, software
environments and debugging tools adequate to manage such complexity. The EURETILE (European
Reference Tiled Architecture Experiment) consortium conceived, designed, and implemented: 1- an
innovative many-tile, many-process dynamic fault-tolerant programming paradigm and software
environment, grounded onto a lightweight operating system generated by an automated software
synthesis mechanism that takes into account the architecture and application specificities; 2- a manytile heterogeneous hardware system, equipped with a high-bandwidth, low-latency, point-to-point 3Dtoroidal interconnect. The inter-tile interconnect processor is equipped with an experimental
mechanism for systemic fault-awareness; 3- a full-system simulation environment, supported by
innovative parallel technologies and equipped with debugging facilities. We also designed and coded
a set of application benchmarks representative of requirements of future HPC and Embedded
Systems, including: 4- a set of dynamic multimedia applications and 5- a large scale simulator of
neural activity and synaptic plasticity. The application benchmarks, compiled through the EURETILE
software tool-chain, have been efficiently executed on both the many-tile hardware platform and on
the software simulator, up to a complexity of a few hundreds of software processes and hardware
cores.
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1 Introduction
The next generation of scientific and industrial applications will have performance and energy
requirements that are far beyond the capabilities of current hardware technologies in terms of
computation, memory, and communication resources. For instance, computing systems embedded
into autonomous cars must soon solve multi-sensorial data fusion and artificial intelligence problems
in real-time. Similarly, high-impact scientific applications like cortical simulations - requiring computing
18
systems capable of exaFLOPS, i.e., 10 operations per second if whole human brain is the target are already finding their way into embedded systems for “traffic surveillance” and other “robotic brain”
simulations [1][2] and [3].
Indeed, there is an interesting design space to explore at the intersection between high-end
embedded systems and moderate scale parallel/distributed scientific computing.
The identification of efficient solutions at this scale of hardware and software complexity would enable
new embedded applications that could be used as building blocks for larger scale scientific
applications. Our work explored this convergence region between HPC and embedded systems.
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Placed at this convergence point, a paradigm which promises to meet the performance requirements
of these applications sees employment of heterogeneous architectures equipped with the raw
processing power provided by a few hundred of cores.
However, the available computing power does not necessarily translate into high performance as the
system faces reliability issues. Also, performance is usually limited by the latency (and often by the
bandwidth) and intercommunication jitter, or the platform software is not able to exploit the provided
hardware parallelism. As a result, new techniques must be developed that tackle the challenges
arising when designing heterogeneous many-core systems.
In first place, the interconnection of the computing nodes should not limit the performance of the
system. In the HPC field it is well known that the interconnection architecture represents a key
element for efficient scaling of system performances, giving way to a peculiar ecosystem of solutions,
both commodity and proprietary.
Another set of challenges stems from the necessary shift towards more parallelism. Programming
models and related programming environments must be developed that provide system designers the
possibility to exploit the concurrency in their applications. At the same time, the architecture-specific
implementation of the application must be synthesized automatically.
The third set of challenges concerns the validation of the system. If simulation does not keep pace
with the evolution of the architecture, it becomes a major bottleneck in the design process. Finally,
the last set of challenges is about the dependability of the system, which is threatened by various
error sources. Consequently, fault management techniques must be integrated in all steps of the
design process including system optimization, software synthesis and hardware architecture design.
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The FET FP7 project European Reference Tiled Architecture Experiment (EURETILE) (2010-2014),
evolution of the SHAPES project (2006-2009) [4][5], addressed the above mentioned challenges.
EURETILE evolves and investigates a novel foundational parallel programming paradigm, applied to
a larger scale many-core hardware architecture equipped with a high-bandwidth and low-latency intertile communication infrastructure [6].
We show that the proposed tiled distributed hardware architecture and the corresponding
programming paradigm can be applied to both HPC clusters and future embedded computing
systems.
To this end, we implemented two different platforms:
● a many-tile fault-aware hardware platform, QUonG [7], based on a custom 3D first-neighbour
toroidal interconnect called APEnet+ [8] and x86 multi-core processors and
● a scalable many-tile simulator, the Virtual EURETILE Platform (VEP) [9], which is also based
on a 3D toroidal interconnect, but includes a processor (IRISC) more representative of
embedded systems.
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From a software perspective, EURETILE provided a scalable, efficient and wide-ranging programming
framework for many-tile platforms, by exploiting the underlying parallelism and investigating some key
architectural enhancements [10].
The proposed programming environment, the Distributed Application Layer (DAL), is based on a new
model of computation that explicitly exposes either coarse- and fine-grained parallelism present in
applications. Automatic tools are then aimed at obtaining predictable and efficient system
implementations by optimally matching the exposed parallelism with the underlying many-tile
hardware.
The complete software tool-chain [10] aims at optimizing issues related to system throughput while
still guaranteeing real-time constraints for applications that operate under such restrictions.
Execution services are provided by DNA-OS, a lightweight operating system that can be customized
depending on the requirements of the application and the characteristics offered by the hardware
resources. DNA-OS has been developed and ported on several architectures (e.g., ARM, MIPS) and,
in the context of the EURETILE project, onto the architectures of the QUonG (Intel) and VEP (RISC)
platforms. The main objective was to provide a tool-chain able to take as input the application model
as well as characteristics of the target architecture (multi-core, multi-tile, 3D network interface) in
order to generate all binary codes for all hardware computation resources.
Fault management was addressed with an inclusive approach: fault avoidance techniques are
employed by applying mapping optimization strategies; fault tolerance techniques use duplication to
preserve results of critical computations in spite of the presence of faults; a fault detection/awareness
design approach, LO|FA|MO [11] exploits the network topology to spread the knowledge about the
presence of faults; reaction is implemented by migrating the tasks onto healthy nodes.
In this paper, we summarize the major results achieved within the EURETILE project regarding
system integration. We report the mechanisms and methodologies used to integrate high-level system
specification, operating system level support and platform level support.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of the state
of the art of the topics that we cover in this paper. Section 3 introduces the concepts of our target
architecture. Section 4 proposes the EURETILE design flow. Section 5 describes the implemented
hardware and simulated execution platforms. In Section 6, the fault management approach is
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discussed. In Section 7, various application benchmarks developed using the proposed design flow
are described. Experimental integration results are presented in Section 8. In Section 9 the obtained
results are discussed together with the limitations of the proposed design flow.

2 State of the art
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In this section we describe the background in which our work is settled.
A project similar to EURETILE, the TERAFLUX project [12], addresses many cores devices
(teradevices) exploring how to solve issues like the programmability, the design of a manageable
architecture, and the reliability of such systems. Our approach is meant to be more comprehensive as
we look at the elementary tiles as a hierarchically organized ensemble. This vision and the
corresponding application mapping approach fit well with many core device architecture, but more
generally with distributed systems as in the HPC domain where computing nodes are also connected
off-chip.
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Literature shows that the decision of mapping applications to the available computing resources (i.e.,
cores) can be done completely at either design time or at runtime, or partially at both times. Strategies
that fully map at design time usually yield better solutions since it is possible to perform exhaustive
optimization calculations. However, in many cases wherein the application is complex and executes in
an unpredictable environment (e.g., desktop/general purpose computing) runtime mapping strategies
may be more suitable. Finally, if it is possible to make limited assumption on the execution
environment, and if the intended application set is well defined, it may be possible to partly compute
the mapping at design time, with the remaining mapping decisions being taken at runtime (i.e., hybrid
mapping). Since the scope of EURETILE is to explore the common design space of HPC and
embedded systems, we have explored pure design time mapping strategies [13] which leverage
evolutionary algorithms, and also hybrid mapping approaches [14], which leverage expandable
process networks. The considered application mapping approaches can also help in preventing
system faults, thus improving reliability. For example, the hybrid mapping strategy tries to minimize
the maximum utilization of any core, thus avoiding temperature hotspots, and consequent thermally
induced faults. An excellent survey of existing mapping approaches is available [15].
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The network topology and the interconnect features deeply affect performance and reliability of
distributed systems. In the range of commodity low latency high bandwidth interconnection networks
for HPC systems, InfiniBand stands out leaning on a switched fabric network with fat-tree topology
and standard QSFP connectors, offering bandwidth and latency that have made it a de-facto
commercial standard, ubiquitous in HPC clusters. Conversely, proprietary interconnect solutions from
the top players in the HPC field are more varied: IBM BlueGene/Q features a 5-dimensional torus
interconnect with electrical links between nodes within a midplane and optical links between
midplanes [16]; the Fujitsu Tofu Interconnect 2 is a system interconnect with 6-dimensional torus
topology fully integrated in the processor node [17]; TH Express-2 integrated in the Tianhe-2 world's
fastest supercomputer, adopts a fat-tree topology [18]; the XC network design by Cray combines the
advantages of fat-tree and torus topologies, implementing a direct network with Dragonfly topology to
eliminate the need for external top level switches and reducing the number of long-distance optical
links needed to reach a given global bandwidth [19].
One of the most common techniques to tolerate faults is to have multiple copies of the same
application (“replicas”) execution simultaneously, also known as N-version programming. The usual
setup requires a process which can distribute input data to the replicas for computing, and another
process which is able to combine the output from each replica into the final output. Though N-version
programming is a well-studied problem [20] however, when applications have associated timing
properties the design of a fault tolerance system using N-version programming is less than clear. This
is because one replica may not read and write data from and to its interfaces in lockstep with other
replicas, due to normal jitter in the system, such as the processor availability, network latencies, and
also due to design diversity between replicas. In the EURETILE approach, when one or more
applications may have associated timing or performance constraints, we have proposed a new fault
detection and tolerance framework, which does not require any timing resources, and is also
lightweight in terms of memory and computational resources used. More details are presented in
Section 6.2, and are also available in [21].
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Task migration was always considered to be well known traditional solution in cluster computers since
late eighties as proposed in [22], [23] and [24]. It is best used for avoiding temperature hot spots, by
shifting the execution of a task to another tile. With ongoing advancements in technology and new
integrated platforms with parallel architectures being introduced especially in the embedded domain,
task migration has regained its importance. In this domain, small operating systems are usually used,
hence, task migration is not easily implementable as in cluster computing. As a result, implementation
issues still need to be mitigated. Moreover, system architecture impacts the complexity of task
migration implementation. In symmetric multiprocessor as in [25], implementation issues are limited
due to the fact that both task code and data reside in the same shared memory and migration means
just assigning execution to another core. This is feasible since only one copy of the operating system
runs, unlike what happens in fully distributed architectures like EURETILE. In such case, there is no
shared memory and main memory is private to every core without the ability to access private
memory of another, i.e. No Remote Memory Access (NORMA). This makes task migration
challenging. There is work in the literature that addresses task migration in Non-Uniform Memory
Architecture NUMA architectures as in [26], [27], however, they benefit from a shared memory among
cores that may ease inter-process communication. Although some task migration solution are
proposed in the literature for NORMA like in [28], [29] and [30], no solution has been proposed to the
best of our knowledge that collects characteristics like transparency to applications, portability to
different core architecture and being able to be plugged in automatic generation tool as explained in
[31]. Moreover, our solution can be used with a small embedded OS without the need of extra
features like dynamic loading and runs on both RISC architecture simulator and on real hardware
architecture (a HPC cluster).

3 Target platform
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In EURETILE, the architecture is described in terms of a hierarchically organized layout of a many-tile
platform, a generalization of the well-known tile-based multiprocessor model [32], which has been
successfully applied in academia and industry.
Currently we devise at least 3 levels of hierarchy: at the first (bottom) level lies the elementary tile,
which contains a distributed network processor (DNP), multiple general-purpose cores and local
memories. All cores in a tile may have access to a shared memory. Depending on the target
application, the tiles may also include specialized hardware accelerators, like DSPs, ASIPs, FPGAs,
or (GP)GPUs. The DNP is responsible for inter-tile communication and provides the interface to the
network. Upper levels of the hierarchy are built according to a distributed memory paradigm. At the
second level, communication patterns between processes are established and mapped on ndimensional arrays of hardware tiles, that form an additional entity called “cluster”, which can be
controlled autonomously.
At the third level, several of mostly independent (but possibly communicating) applications, will be
concurrently executed on clusters of tiles. Note that this layer is dynamic, meaning that applications
may dynamically enter or exit the system.
This hierarchical layout lays the groundwork for turning distributed memory and control applications
into an inherently fault tolerant system. Clustering allows segregating some resources in order to
design and manage fault containment regions but this same idea can be further pushed into creating
an upper layer network of supervising tiles tasked with monitoring the health of other clusters,
eventually allowing for a no-single-point-of-failure fault management system. Also, spare cores and
tiles can be allocated at design time so that the runtime-manager can efficiently react to faults by
migrating processes assigned to faulty cores to spare ones (more on that in Section 6.3).
Figure 1 gives a representation of the hierarchy levels of the EURETILE target architecture.
In order to match the requirements of the two reference domains we implemented the presented
architecture in two flavours, each one characterized by its own kind of elementary tile, as follows:
● QUonG, an hardware platform based on x86 multi-core processors connected by a custom
3D first-neighbour toroidal interconnect called APEnet+ which is the DNP implementation
FPGA;
● the Virtual EURETILE Platform (VEP), a scalable many-tile simulator whose tile includes a
processor (IRISC) more representative of embedded systems domain; the VEP tiles are also
connected by the DNP in a 3D mesh.
Figure 2 shows the two elementary tiles, the one used in the QUonG platform and the one used in the
VEP platform. More details on the implementation of the two platforms are given in Section 5.
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Figure 1-Simplified view of the EURETILE platforms used for experiments on innovations to many-tile
hardware and many-process software of future fault-tolerant Embedded Systems and HPC platforms.
In both cases the inter-tile communication is supported by a Distributed Network Processor (DNP)
that connects nodes in a 3D toroidal mesh (not shown here).

Figure 2: The EURETILE elementary tiles for the the VEP and QUonG platform respectively.

4 Overview of the EURETILE design flow
The EURETILE design flow maps a set of dynamic applications that are specified as a network of
processes onto a many-tile platform in a number of steps, as illustrated in figure 3.
Each application is specified, according to the DAL programming model, as an expandable process
network (EPN) [33]. An EPN consists of a set of autonomous processes that communicate through
point-to-point FIFO channels. By limiting the access to FIFO channels to destructive blocking reads
and non-blocking writes, data races, non-determinism or the need for strict synchronization are

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT

avoided. Furthermore, some processes may have associated with it a structure specified as a process
network. In other words, it is possible to abstract a process network into a single process. The
functionality of each process is implemented in the C/C++ programming language. By specifying each
application as an EPN, the degree of parallelism of the application can be selected automatically
during design space exploration, minimizing scheduling and interprocess communication overheads
[14]. Finally, each application may have its own performance requirements that must be met
independent of the others.
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Interactions between applications are represented as a finite state machine (FSM) with each state
representing an execution scenario, i.e., a (sub)set of applications running concurrently, see Figure 4.
We call a scenario a certain system state with a predefined set of running or paused applications. As
an example, a mobile phone executing only telephony defines one (use-) scenario, whereas the same
device executing telephony and wireless radio defines another scenario. Transitions between
scenarios are triggered by events generated by either running applications or the operating system.
Typically for embedded systems, the number of possible scenarios is restricted and the scenarios are
known at design time.

Figure 3 - EURETILE design flow to map a set of dynamic applications onto a many-tile platform.
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Figure 4 - A FSM with four execution scenarios. Each state uniquely determines the state (i.e.,
running or dormant) of each application, and within each application, the state of each process.
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Each application is individually verified by the DAL functional simulator. Specifically, the functional
check verifies the structural correctness of the process network (e.g., is each process connected to
the correct parents and children, does the channel have sufficient buffering capacity, races). The DAL
functional simulator executes each application consistent with the specification (e.g., with the required
parallelism) and reports runtime functional profiling data, e.g., number of times a process has fired,
the number, and the sequence of data read and write operation by each process, along with the
amount of data read or written. For extracting timing sensitive profiling data, such as runtimes of
processes, the system is simulated on the Virtual EURETILE Platform (VEP).
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During design space exploration, concurrent processes are assigned to cores and the mapping is
iteratively refined using the performance results from the VEP until the performance requirements are
fulfilled. Alternatively, one may use formal optimization approaches, such as ILP, where the objective
may be to minimize the maximum core utilization in order to limit the maximum core temperature. A
more detailed discussion is available from [34].
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During software synthesis, a four-layer software stack is generated that consists of the application
layer, the runtime-system, the OS, and the hardware abstraction layer (HAL), as pictured in Figure 5.
The employed tool chain first transforms the DAL processes into low-level threads that can be
executed on top of DNA-OS [35]. DNA-OS is a lightweight embedded OS that is used in the proposed
software stack. Afterwards, the tool chain generates one instance of the software stack for each tile.

Figure 5 - Software stack generated by the EURETILE design flow.

4.1 Programming model: applications and execution scenarios
Next, the high-level specification of the proposed system to describe applications and execution
scenarios is outlined. The basic idea of the programming model is to design each application
individually as an EPN [33] and to specify the interactions between the applications as a finite state
machine [34]. With this programming model, complex and dynamic interactions between applications
can be modeled.

4.1.1 Application specification
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The EPN semantics extends the Kahn process network one (KPN) [36] by abstracting several
possible granularities in a single specification. More in detail, an EPN-written application has a toplevel process network that can be refined by hierarchically replacing individual processes by their
structural specification. This latter describes application functionality as another process network thus
enabling the automatic exploration of task, data, and pipeline parallelism by two refinement strategies,
namely replication and unfolding. Replicating processes increases data parallelism and structural
unfolding of a process increases the task and pipeline parallelism by hierarchically instantiating more
processes in the process network. In addition, the functionality of each process is also specified in
C/C++. The proposed application-programming interface (API) is composed of three procedures. The
init procedure is executed once when the application is started. Afterwards, the execution of a
process is split into individual executions of the fire procedure, which is repeatedly invoked. Finally,
the finish procedure is called before the application is stopped. Each process can read from its input
channels and write to its output channels by calling the high-level read and write procedures.
Moreover, each process has the ability to request a scenario change by calling the send_event
procedure. In addition, the topology of the application, i.e., the connections between processes by
FIFOs, is specified in XML format.
4.1.2 Execution scenarios
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Dynamic behaviour of the workload is captured by a set of execution scenarios forming a finite state
machine (FSM). Each state represents a set of concurrently running or paused applications and each
state transition corresponds to an application start, stop, pause, or resume request. Starting an
application involves installation of all its processes and FIFO channels. After executing the init
procedure of all processes of the application once, the fire procedures are iteratively executed by the
scheduler. On the other hand, when an application is stopped, the fire procedure of all processes is
aborted and the finish procedure is executed once. Finally, all processes and all FIFO channels are
removed.
The number of execution scenarios depends on application complexity and the number of input
variables influencing it. Therefore, if every change in the input to the application causes a significant
change in functionality (e.g., a new process must be started, a process must be terminated), the
number of execution scenarios will be large. The number of possible execution scenarios moreover
depends by the number of modes the application can execute (e.g., one or more degraded modes),
and it is not unusual to expect several dozen execution scenarios for a typical application. It may be
possible to exhaustively enumerate all possible execution scenarios associated with the application if
the runtime behaviour of the application is influenced by only a limited number of signals (or inputs).
4.2 Hybrid mapping strategy
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The mapping decides process distribution onto the architecture. Since conventional mapping
strategies which calculate a single mapping are no longer capable of efficiently utilizing the hardware
if the functionality of the system can change at runtime, a hybrid design-time/runtime mapping
strategy is elaborated in EURETILE [34] illustrated in Figure 6. During design space exploration, an
optimal mapping is calculated for each application and scenario where the application is running,
whereby the virtual representation of the architecture is used as target. Then, a runtime-manager
controls the dynamic behaviour of the system. Whenever an application is started or stopped, it first
selects the appropriate mapping (onto the virtual representation) and then maps the virtual
representation onto the physical architecture. This enables the runtime-manager to react to faults
without recalculating the mapping simply by adjusting the binding of the virtual representation onto the
physical architecture. In the following, we will detail the design time analysis and the runtime
management.
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4.2.1 Design time: analysis and optimization
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Figure 6 - Hybrid mapping environment.
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At design time, an optimal mapping is calculated for each application/scenario pair where the
application is running [13]. Therefore, the output of the design space exploration is a collection of
optimal mappings with exactly one valid mapping for an application/scenario pair. To minimize the
reconfiguration overhead, an application has the same mapping in all connected execution scenarios
so that a running application is not affected by the start or stop of another application.

M

More in detail, a two-step procedure is applied during design space exploration to efficiently calculate
the mappings. First, it is calculated which application/scenario pairs must use the same mapping so
that no process migration is required. We do that by calculating for each application separately the
maximally connected components of a subgraph which only contains the scenarios where the
application is running. At the end of this step, one mapping is allocated for each subgraph component.
Second, the previously allocated mappings are optimized so that the objective function is minimized
and additional architectural constraints (e.g., processor utilization, link bandwidth, chip temperature)
are fulfilled. The objective function depends on intended use and may include many objectives.
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However, multi-objective meta-heuristics successfully applied to solve multi-tile systems mapping
problems are no longer effective for many-tile systems due to the scale of the investigated problem,
i.e., said approaches do not scale well given a large design space within which the solution must be
found. For EURETILE, there are several hundred cores distributed in several dozen tiles, several
applications, each with hundreds of processes, and several dozen execution scenarios for each
application. Thus, the EURETILE design space may be too large to be explored by conventional
multi-objective optimization.
Therefore, a multi-objective mapping optimization technique is used that overcomes this shortcoming
by decomposing the mapping problem into independent subproblems. As illustrated in Figure 6, two
different problem decompositions are considered: the execution scenarios are decoupled into
independent sets and an architecture-based decomposition is applied that first assigns processes to
tiles. Afterwards, and for each tile separately, the processes are assigned to the cores. Additional
hierarchical layers might be added if the considered platform is more complex.

AC

4.2.2 Runtime management
The task of the runtime-manager is to send commands to the runtime-system so that system
execution semantics is ensured. To this end, the runtime-manager receives and processes
behavioural events and fault detection notifications. An event is sent by an application and triggers a
scenario change. A fault detection notification is sent by LO|FA|MO (see Section 6.3.1) if a hardware
fault has occurred. The latter only changes the binding of the virtual representation onto the physical
architecture, but not the mapping of the applications onto the virtual representation.
Consequently, the runtime-manager consists of two components. The first component is responsible
of handling behavioural events and ensures the execution semantics. It is just aware of the virtual
representation of the architecture. The second component processes the fault events and redirects
the commands to the corresponding physical network. If the runtime-manager receives a fault event, it
migrates the processes that are assigned to the faulty core (tile) to a spare core (tile) and changes the
binding of the virtual representation onto the physical architecture by reconfiguring the second
component to redirect the commands to the new target.
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4.3 Generation of the executable
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We have defined a SW tool-chain that is able to accept a DAL model as input and generates binary
code that runs on different architectures: the x86 HPC cluster, QUonG, and the IRISC-based VEP
simulator. We can split this tool-chain into two parts: the front-end turns a DAL model into a
multithreaded C application; the back-end compiles and links the code on top of DNA-OS, generating
the binary code for the targeted processors and architectures. Code generation flow is shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Overview of the software synthesis tool-chain as elaborated in the EURETILE design flow.
4.3.1 Software synthesis flow and DNA-OS
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The tool-chain made for SW synthesis flow is split into a front-end and a back-end, providing
application(s) code along with DNA-OS code ready to be compiled and linked in order to have
executable files targeted for the corresponding architecture. DNA-OS is an embedded operating
system whose architecture is based on exokernel [37]; it is coded in C99 and is characterized by its
small memory footprint, simplicity, small overhead and its layered and modularized structure.

M

On one side, the input to the front-end part is composed of application(s) code along with the XML
files that describe the FSM of application(s), the mapping of tasks onto tiles and the platform. The
application defines the necessary DAL procedures: app_init, app_fire and app_finish. Output of the
front-end is C code for DAL controller processes which manage application(s) flow according to the
aforementioned FSM by either starting, stopping, pausing or resuming the running of tasks on tiles.

ED

On the other side, the back-end - different target architectures require specific tool-chains, as is the
case of the IRISC-based one for the embedded domain platform and the x86 one for the HPC
platform - takes the C code of both generated controllers and application-required components of
DNA-OS as input, compiling and linking it into target binaries.
4.3.2 Hierarchical runtime manager
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Dynamic system behaviour is captured by a set of scenarios formally described as a finite state
machine (FSM). A hierarchical control mechanism (Figure 8) is proposed which follows the
architecture structure and is represented in DAL as a process network including three different types
of controllers:
- slave controllers are responsible just for the activities inside a tile,
- interlayer controllers are responsible for the activities inside a cluster,
- the master controller is responsible for the complete system and processes all events that
cannot be handled by any other controllers.
The controller explicates for each state tasks that are running on each processing unit. When all tasks
are created, those that are not supposed to be executed in the initial state are paused. When entering
a new state, some are resumed and some are paused to fit with the state task execution specification.

Figure 8 - Illustration of a hierarchically organized runtime manager.

4.3.3

Specificities of generation for QUonG hardware platform

DNA-OS was first ported onto the x86 QUonG hardware platform. A new driver was added to DNAOS driver layer to support the platform communication medium, i.e. the Peripheral Component
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Interconnect express (PCIe). This was necessary to access hardware components such as the intertile interconnect card (APENet+) of the QUonG tile, which connects to the on-tile motherboard over a
PCIe bus.
4.3.4

Specificities of generation for VEP simulated platform

The IRISC processor is VEP’s core processing unit, with a software tool-chain based on the CoSy
Compiler system [38] providing a compiler and basic C libraries retargeted to support DNA-OS as
host OS. This tool-chain was integrated into DNA-OS code generation system to allow generation,
compilation and linking of hardware-dependent software modules and DAL applications for the VEP.

5 EURETILE Execution platforms

5.1 Hardware Experimental Platform (QUonG)
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In this section we describe the two representative target platforms: QUonG, a many-tile fault-aware
hardware platform - based on the custom APEnet+ network card and x86 multi-core processors - and
the Virtual EURETILE Platform (VEP), a scalable many-tile simulator using the same interconnect but
including a processor (IRISC) more closely representing those prevalent in embedded systems.
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QUonG is a comprehensive initiative aiming at providing a hybrid, GPU-accelerated x86_64 cluster
4
5
with a 3D toroidal mesh topology, able to scale up to 10 /10 nodes. A QUonG cluster has been
assembled and put into service, with 16 identical tiles (nodes) arranged into a 4x4 network mesh
served by one 6-links APEnet+ card per tile. Each tile provides 2 Xeon Westmere-family CPUs, 2
M2075 NVIDIA GPUs, and 48GiB of memory; QUonG tiles also partake in two supporting networks,
InfiniBand– and GbE-based. Applications can use either 1- the EURETILE software tool-chain
(DAL+DNA-OS for QUonG), or, 2- a GNU/Linux-based environment, offering standard high-level
communication semantics like Message Passing Interface (MPI).
A disparate set of scientific codes has been run on QUonG, in order to stress-test the installation,
among which the Distributed Polychronous Spiking Neural Network simulator. In parallel, joint work
led to a quite stable release of DNA-OS on x86_64 architecture whose highlights are the support of
APEnet+ and Intel GbE Ethernet cards as channels for remote communication among DAL
processes.
5.1.1 The APEnet+ interconnection system
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APEnet+ is a point-to-point, low-latency network controller (Figure 9) for a 3D-toroidal topology
integrated in a PCIe Gen2 board based on an Altera Stratix IV FPGA. It is the building block for the
QUonG hybrid CPU/GPU HPC cluster inside INFN [7]. Directly connected to the board embedded
transceivers, 6 QSFP+ modules are available, 4 placed onto the main board and 2 on a small piggy
back card, thus resulting in a 2-slots-wide card mechanically compatible with x16 cards. Each Altera
embedded transceiver is capable of up to 8.5 Gbps fully bidirectional data rate and a single remote
data link is built up by bonding 4 transceivers into a link operating at up to 34 Gbps.

Figure 9 - APEnet+ board: 2011 release.
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Figure 10 - Main logic blocks of the FPGA architecture.
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The DNP (its outline is shown in Figure 10) is the core of the APEnet+ architecture; it acts as an
offloading engine for the computing node, performing inter-node data transfers. The Torus Link block
manages the data flow by encapsulating packets into a light, low-level word stuffing protocol able to
detect transmission errors via CRC. The APElink [8] data transmission system sustains a channel
bandwidth up to 2.8 GB/s; its custom logic [39] enables a global APElink bandwidth of 3.0GB/s. The
Router component is responsible for data routing and dispatching, dynamically interconnecting the
ports of the cross-bar switch; it is able to simultaneously handle 7 flows @3.0 GB/s. The Network
Interface is the packet injection/processing logic; it manages data flow to and from either Host or GPU
memory and provides hardware support for the Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) protocol on
the receive side, allowing remote data transfer over the network without remote node CPU
involvement. An integrated microcontroller provided by the FPGA platform allows for straightforward
implementation of RDMA semantics. The Network Interface is also able to directly access the memory
of Fermi- and Kepler-class NVIDIA GPUs implementing GPUDirect V2 (peer-to-peer) and GPUDirect
RDMA capabilities [40]. A dedicated component (DNP Fault Manager) provides fault awareness
capabilities as described in Section 6.3.1.
The zero-copy, offloaded networking enforced by RDMA requires, to work on the receive side, the
NIC be able to directly read/write the data to/from the destination buffer which in turn requires virtual
to physical address translation. APEnet+ has two independent implementations of this task: one is
solely based on a microcontroller firmware; the other is hardware-assisted by a Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) [41] that accelerates buffer search (BSRC) and address translation (V2P).
Peak bandwidth of a buffer transfer using the TLB reaches 2500 MB/s for 128 KB message size; a
transfer to GPU memory reaches 2500 MB/s bandwidth in the range of message size 64 KB ÷ 2 MB.
In Figure 11 are plotted some results of synthetic tests that were performed between two APEnet+
ards equipping two servers populated with Ivy Bridge-class Xeon CPUs and Kepler-class GPUs.
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Figure 11 - APEnet+ GPU-to-GPU and Host-to-Host bandwidth with RX hardware accelerator.
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On top of the RDMA protocol, the APEnet+ software stack provides an MPI layer, this latter being the
de-facto standard communication API for parallel computing platforms. Our implementation is based
on the portable, open source OpenMPI one.
Before being driven by DNA-OS in the EURETILE tool-chain, the APENet+ interconnect was tested
on a GNU/Linux OS driver and a hybrid MPI/RDMA version of the neuro-synaptic simulator (DPSNN).
On the QUonG platform, this code managed simulations of up to 209*10^6 synapses over 1 to 64 MPI
processes running on 1 to 16 QUonG nodes. DNA-OS provides a deterministic behavior as shown in
Section 8 and shows that an embedded OS could be used in the HPC domain.
Measurements from this kind of benchmark suffer from the overhead due to the presence of the MPI
library layers adapted to the APEnet+ peculiarities and the presence of a bulky MPI runtime. Results
coming from an RDMA/MPI hybrid code are more promising at the cost of using APEnet+ low level,
non-portable RDMA primitives. A real gain, both in terms of performance and usability, therefore
comes from introduction of DNA-OS and DAL.
5.2 Simulated Experimental Platform (VEP)
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The Virtual EURETILE Platform (VEP) is a SystemC [42] based simulator modeling an embedded
version of the EURETILE architecture. Full-system simulation plays an essential role in early design
exploration and debugging, system software bringup and behavioural features assessment. Due to
the massive parallelism of the EURETILE architecture, requirements for a full-system simulator are:
● Provide means to facilitate debugging and profiling of concurrent software.
● Provide fast and scalable simulation to experiment with a possibly large number of tiles/cores.
● Satisfy different use cases like software debugging and network scalability tests.
● Allow fault injection to experiment with fault-awareness mechanisms.
The VEP builds upon abstract and parallel simulation technologies and provides a set of advanced
multicore debugging tools which are described next.
5.2.1 VEP characteristics and architecture
The VEP allows simulating system configurations composed of several tiles arranged in a 3D grid and
connected in a 3D toroidal topology (see Supplementary Video 1). VEP tiles contain a small form
factor RISC processor tailored for embedded applications, namely the IRISC. The IRISC is created
with Synopsys Processor Designer (SPD) in the LISA language [43] and thus allows easy
customizations for deriving new specialized ASIPs. A VEP tile also consists of transaction level
models (TLM2) [42] of memory blocks, a bus, a serial I/O interface, timers, a real-time clock, an
interrupt controller and the DNP. A service network interface used for fault monitoring is also part of a
tile. VEP simulation models are augmented with debugging, tracing and fault injection capabilities. For
the latter, users can specify faults in different components and at precise points in time. Supported
faults include processor and DNP breakdowns, severed DNP connections, isolation of tile groups and
random bit-flips, among others. The VEP was created in a flexible way to allow user specification of
the number of tiles, memory address maps and processor frequencies, among others, without
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recompilation. Various optimizations which are commonplace in full-system simulators, such as
temporal decoupling and direct memory interfaces (DMI) are also supported.
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Abstraction levels and processor model variants
The processor model in every tile incurs the highest cost in terms of VEP simulation speed and
memory footprint. The IRISC instruction-set simulator (ISS) was created at different levels of detail to
allow trading off speed and accuracy. First, a cycle-accurate (CA) and an instruction-accurate (IA)
models based on just-in-time cache-compiled (JIT-CC) technology [44] were developed in SPD to
facilitate two main use cases of the VEP: accurate performance analysis and software development.
These SPD models can only be compiled in 32-bit mode and the memory footprint of a single model
instance is around 20Mb when the simulator is running. Thus, using them limits the VEP to 200 tiles
or else the 4Gb memory wall is hit (in a single simulation host). To overcome this issue, an optimized
variant of the IA ISS was created, namely the IRISC IAP, which is a simplified model without debug
features but compatible with 64-bit compilation. The IRISC IAP allows instantiating up to 1000 VEP
tiles in a single host. Finally, a fourth IRISC ISS, namely the DBT-IA, was created to further increase
simulation speed. The IRISC DBT-IA is based on a dynamic binary translation (DBT) engine [45] that,
in our implementation, was measured to provide an execution speed ~170x, ~30x and ~7x faster than
the CA, IA and IAP models, respectively. This speed comes at the cost of increased memory footprint
due to the internal DBT engine and a hard limit of 32 instantiable VEP tiles per host.
The VEP can also run as an abstract simulation platform replacing the ISS with a host-compiled
simulator. In this form, every tile is provided with the Abstract Execution Device (AED), a SystemC
module that runs target code compiled for the host machine. The AED talks with the DNP and on-tile
devices through an interface identical to the IRISC core’s and provides features like software timing
annotation and limited visibility of tile-scope global variables. AED memory footprint is the lightest one
allowing up to 20000 VEP tiles per host. Table I compares the four IRISC models and the AED.
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VEP use cases
The VEP allows targeting different use cases. The CA version is good for accurately assessing the
performance of applications but the speed of IA models suits development tasks better. The IRISC IA
is commonly used for software programming and debugging of mid-size systems (32 to 200 tiles). The
IRISC IAP is used for testing in large systems and DNP network stress tests (from 200 to approx.
1000 tiles). The IRISC DBT-IA is used for development and debugging of small systems running
computationally expensive applications. In AED mode, very large systems can be simulated, thus the
AED is better suited as a DNP-centric simulator to test network scalability and fault awareness.
Table I - Summary of IRISC models and VEP use cases

Number of
Tiles

IRISC DBT-IA

AED

~6

~25

~160

~3000

~200

~200

~1000

~32

~20000

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Performance
analysis

Driver and OS
development
and
debugging

System
scalability
testing

Application
development
and debugging

Network
scalability
testing

~1

CE

Debug
Support

IRISC IAP

PT

Stand-alone
MIPS

IRISC IA
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VEP
Use Case

ED

IRISC CA

5.2.2 Parallel Simulation Technologies
Although the VEP is compatible with the OSCI SystemC reference kernel implementation [46], the
performance degradation of large system topologies and the wide availability of multi-core host
simulation machines called for the adoption of parallel simulation technologies. Two parallel SystemC
kernels are developed together with the VEP, namely parSC and SCope. On one hand, parSC [47]
parallelizes SystemC simulations by distributing events, such as CPU clock ticks or interrupts, that
happen at the same point in time (i.e., the same SystemC delta cycle) among different threads. Figure
12 shows the structure of parSC, highlighting the traditional elaboration, evaluation, update and notify
simulation phases of SystemC. This strategy is convenient for detailed simulation models (e.g., CA).
For applying it to the VEP, parSC was extended to facilitate race-free operation [9]. This extension
allows configuring the parSC scheduler so that all SystemC processes of a tile are scheduled on the
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same OS thread. Compared to the OSCI kernel, the VEP with parSC achieves a speed-up of more
than 2x on a quad-core simulation host.
On the other hand, SCope [48] is a SystemC kernel that exploits coarse-grained parallelism in
simulations and achieves high speedups when the simulator is composed of faster models (e.g.,
TLM2 models). SCope groups several simulation modules (e.g., the components of a tile) and then
assigns the groups to different host threads that execute all four SystemC simulation phases. The
groups then operate with a limited time decoupling between threads, synchronizing after the notify
phase, as shown in Figure 13. This decreases the amount of synchronizations increasing overall
performance. On a quad-core host, SCope gives a speedup of around 4x compared to the OSCI
kernel (see Supplementary Video 1). Dynamic load balancing has also been implemented for SCope
so as to enable moving groups from thread to thread at the SystemC module level. Load balancing
has proven beneficial on the VEP with unbalanced application scenarios, bringing an additional
speedup of 1.35x.
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Figure 12-Simulation loop of the parSC SystemC kernel

Figure 13 - Simulation loop of the SCope SystemC kernel

VEP Multicore Debugging Tools
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5.2.3
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Software debugging for parallel systems like EURETILE is one of the most time consuming tasks of
the overall design cycle. Although a simulated platform like the VEP provides full visibility and
controllability of the system, efficient debug needs tools crafted ad-hoc. Besides the traditional GNU
debugger (GDB), the VEP simulator is thus complemented with three tools that address key issues
like abstraction, retargetability, scalability and convergence of information from different data sources.
The Whole-system Debugger (WSDB) is an interactive source debugger based on a scalable
component-based framework [49] developed for the EURETILE system. It can be used for traditional
source debugging tasks, e.g., placing breakpoints and examining memory, with a unified interface to
interact with all tiles. For instance, it allows iterating on groups of cores and DAL processes for
inspection and control. WSDB can be easily extended via the TCL language to perform advanced
debug tasks (e.g., setting user-defined callbacks on OS-level events or network packets).
HW/SW issues can also be debugged in the VEP through the System-Wide Assertions (SWAT)
framework [50]. SWAT allows true full-system HW/SW assertion-based verification by monitoring
behavioural system properties, given in a special language for linear temporal logic (LTL) [51], that in
turn infer runtime inspection and correlation of software variables and hardware registers/signals
spread over different system components and software modules. SWAT is useful for debugging both
sequential and concurrency bugs.
Finally, a concurrency exploration framework called ConcuRex has been developed based on
dynamic analysis of event ordering constraints [52]. ConcuRex monitors, displays and identifies
conflicting concurrent interactions among system components, which are in turn used by the
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framework to reproduce a previously observed behaviour or intentionally trigger buggy states. This
tool also enables precise control of the execution of all individual software tasks and components on
the target (at the level of monitored events) that is used by bug finding algorithms to manipulate the
system behaviour (e.g., to automatically find atomicity or order violations). With WSDB, SWAT and
ConcuRex, the VEP development environment allows the user to tradeoff the generality of a
debugging task and the manual effort involved to achieve it.
5.2.4 DNP VEP model
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Similarly to the QUonG platform, VEP computing tiles are connected in a 3D mesh via a SystemC
TLM2 model of the DNP which simulates data transfers and routing functionality and provides timing
annotations based on APEnet+ hardware latencies. The VEP DNP model allowed architectural
features validation and scalability testing. Moreover, it was used to prove the validity of the LO|FA|MO
approach to systemic fault awareness (see Sec. 6.3.1), before its hardware implementation was
available.
A DNP RDMA API allows application level programming but a more user-friendly interface is the
PRESTO library that, on top of the DNP RDMA API, provides MPI-like send/receive primitives.
The DNP model is lightweight and frugal in terms of memory consumption and execution time, so it
does not hamper the scalability and performance of the VEP.

6 Fault Management
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Integrated circuit technology scaling is increasingly making processors more vulnerable to faults. For
instance, modern processors are more likely to experience single-event upsets, which were
uncommon only a few years ago, and smaller transistors are responsible for higher power densities,
which in turn cause temperature hotspots. In EURETILE, a high system dependability is achieved by
combining three fault management strategies, i.e., fault avoidance, fault tolerance, and fault reactivity.
While the former two strategies are implemented at system-level by elaborating properties of the
programming model, fault reactivity involves programming model, OS, and hardware. In the following,
we will describe the key concepts of these fault management strategies.
6.1 Fault avoidance

6.2 Fault tolerance
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Temperature related reliability issues are avoided by applying thermal-aware optimization strategies
[53], [54]. During design space exploration, system designs that do not conform to peak temperature
requirements are ruled out using formal thermal analysis methods. The methods are based on realtime calculus that is widely used to analyze and optimize real-time systems.
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Applications with stringent reliability requirements are duplicated during design space exploration [21].
As there already exist several relatively mature approaches for detecting value faults, we specifically
investigated the harder problem of detecting timing faults. A timing fault is observed when an
application computes an output, but not within the expected timing constraints. That is, either the
output is computed too early, or it is computed too late. Notice that timing fault does not merely imply
a deadline miss, but also covers the case when the node may be writing data at a higher than
expected rate, due to software or hardware faults. Thus, the faults may originate either in the
hardware, or in the software, or in a combination of both.
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Figure 14: Setup for the Fault Tolerance solution.
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The considered framework is shown in Figure 14, wherein the reference (i.e., the reference process
network) application consists of a critical subnetwork which must be made fault tolerant. The critical
subnetwork may be serviced by one or more sources through a FIFO buffered channel. Furthermore,
the critical subnetwork may write output to one or more FIFO buffered output channels.
For fault tolerance, we consider a setup consisting of at least two replicas of the critical subnetwork
executing concurrently, see Figure 14 (bottom). Replicas have the necessary design diversity in order
to avoid common mode faults. Each individual replica has similar timing and performance features as
the critical subnetwork in the reference process network. Without loss of generality, we assume that
only the replicas (in general, the critical subnetwork) can experience faults. This restriction can be
relaxed by replicating other components as well, according to the approach described here.
A special replicator process provides input data to each replica, whereas a special selector process
merges the outputs from each replica into a single, final output. The replicator process is designed to
block only on its input channel,
and performs a non-blocking write on its output channels. On the
other hand, the selector process is designed to block only on its output channel
but performs nonblocking reads from both inputs. It is also assumed that both replicas are fail-silent, i.e. replicas either
compute the correct output or do not write any data to any of their output channels.
Various hardware and software solutions that ensure fail-silence of the nodes are already available
and also widely used [55], [56].
The FIFO buffers at the output of the replicator process are sized so as to never be full under no-fault
conditions. Estimation of minimum FIFO buffer size can be easily done using network and real time
calculus based on the knowledge of rates at which the producer writes tokens and the rates at which
the replicas read them. Therefore, if the replicator fails to write a duplicated data packet into any of its
output FIFO buffer, then the corresponding replica can be considered to have suffered a (timing) fault.
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The selector process design aids in transparent fault detection. Under no-fault conditions, this process
receives each data packet duplicated by the replicas. Since each of them can individually meet all
timing requirements expected by the output process (see Figure 14), the selector can safely retain the
first token of each duplicate pair and discard the late arriving one, resulting in transparent and efficient
fault tolerance. Furthermore, it is possible to detect timing faults at the selector process by noticing
that since both replicas have similar performance (necessary in order to meet the timing constraints
for the final consumer, the output process), the number of tokens produced by either replica in any
time interval must not differ from the other replicator by more than a statically computed threshold.
Should this difference be exceeded at any point in time, it is an indicator of a fault suffered by a
replica. Under the property of fail silence, the replica supplying fewer tokens thus far is deemed to be
faulty.
6.3 Fault awareness and reactivity
At runtime, fault and critical event management is pursued with a reaction mechanism. As a prerequisite, knowledge about presence and nature of the fault must be acquired by means of a fault
detection/awareness mechanism. For this purpose, we designed the Local Fault Monitor (LO|FA|MO)
[11], a distributed approach that employs additional hardware IPs on every DNP and dedicated
software components running on each tile to create a local awareness of faults and critical events.
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This local awareness is then propagated upward the system hierarchy (Figure 15) so that global
response to the fault may be grounded onto the most capillary knowledge of system status.
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Figure 15 - The Network Processor of each leaf in the many-tile HW system is equipped with its own
LO|FA|MO component. The Local Awareness of faults and critical events is propagated towards the
upper hierarchy levels, creating Systemic Awareness. Reactions to faults and critical events are
autonomously initiated by the sub-system controllers.
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The runtime-manager pushes the reaction to the fault down the system hierarchy: it migrates
processes assigned to a faulty processor to an alternative one. To include the evaluation of all
possible failure scenarios in the design time analysis, spare cores and tiles are allocated during
design space exploration and used by the runtime-manager as targets for migration. In the next
sections, the LO|FA|MO approach and the proposed task migration mechanism, i.e., the system
capability of dynamically transferring running tasks from their original source node to another one, are
presented.
6.3.1 LO|FA|MO: Fault Detection and systemic Awareness for QUonG and VEP
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Local Fault Monitor (LO|FA|MO) is a systemic approach to fault detection and awareness for
distributed systems. We wanted this approach to guarantee a no-single-point-of-failure fault
awareness, meaning that the presence of a faulty component should not prevent the system to
become aware of it. With these guidelines, we designed LO|FA|MO as based on the following
elements:
● A LO|FA|MO-enabled 3D toroidal network interface, i.e. the DNP, featuring a dedicated
hardware IP (DNP Fault Manager-DFM), able to assess the DNP status, plus registers
encoding the status of the DNP, of the host and of the first neighbouring hosts in the 3D
network.
● A dedicated software (Host Fault Manager-HFM), running on each host, able to assess the
host status and the DNP status as explained in the next point.
● A Mutual Watchdog scheme between each node host and DNP, where both are peers
reading each other’s status from the watchdog registers and updating their own; periodical
read and write timing (with Tread > Twrite) ensure that the peers can determine each other’s
liveness.
● A Service Network for diagnostic messages accessible by each HFM instance.
● The DNP 3D network as a secondary path for diagnostic messages issued by each DFM.
We dub Supervisors those nodes in the mesh that monitor the system at a higher hierarchy level,
thus being sinks of all diagnostic messages and center of decisions about fault reactivity. An example
of the fault detection and awareness mechanism is given in Figures 16 e 17.
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Figure 16 - LO|FA|MO mutual watchdog mechanism in which host and 3D network interface are peers
monitoring each other by periodically reading and writing special DNP registers (DNP Watchdog
Register and Host Watchdog Register).
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Figure 17 - An example of a host memory fault detection and systemic awareness. (Left) The fault is
detected and reported in the Host Watchdog Register, the DNP Fault Manager reads the register and
sends a diagnostic message via the 3D network to the first neighbour nodes. (Right) Information
about the fault carried by the diagnostic message coming from the 3D network is reported in the other
node’s DNP Watchdog Register where the Host Fault Manager can read it. The Host Fault Manager
can inform the Supervisor node through the Service Network.
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The VEP DNP model contains the DNP Fault Manager block as mentioned in section 5.2.4. A Host
Fault Manager software implementation runs in the AED processor to complete the mutual watchdog
functionality. The entire LO|FA|MO approach has been validated on the VEP by using its fault
injection facilities. The validation covered DNP diagnostic logic in the model, VEP service network and
AED Fault Manager. VEP configurations with 64 (4x4x4) and 512 (8x8x8) tiles were used for the
validation.
LO|FA|MO was implemented and used efficiently on the QUonG cluster [11]. In this environment, the
APEnet+ core lodges a DFM component whose resource occupancy (in FPGA gates) is negligible
compared to that of the whole DNP core. The Watchdog Registers live on the FPGA and are
accessible in target mode over the PCIe bus in ~6 microseconds. Note that at the access rate
corresponding to Tread and Twrite in the range ~10-1000 ms the bus occupancy is very low as well.

Figure 18 - (left) Time to obtain Supervisor awareness (T aw) in case of host breakdown fault, plotted
varying the watchdog period Tread. For each Tread value the mean value and the minimum and
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maximum values are shown for Taw. 21-(right) Time to Supervisor awareness (Taw) scaling the number
of QUonG node running LOFAMO. Tread = 500ms and Twrite = 100ms.
The DFM is able to embed diagnostic messages in the physical link protocol of the 3D network,
leading to a null impact of these messages on the NIC performance. Finally, the HFM is a Linux multithreaded daemon running on each node CPU, with negligible CPU occupation.
The approach has been proved to be fast in providing fault awareness and scalable on QUonG, as
shown in Figure 18.
6.3.2 Task migration between tiles
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The proposed task migration solution is designed to be characterized by the following:
1. It is able to be plugged smoothly on different embedded operating systems taking into
consideration the inherent limitations of systems in such domain.
2. It should be designed such that it remains transparent to the programmer. Application
development should be unhindered by restrictions or even considerations about migration.
3. It is compatible with DAL specifications, i.e. a migrate-able task should be migrated and
plugged in the generation tool flow.
4. It should not introduce heavy hits to the system in performance or memory overhead.
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The proposed task migration solution is detailed in [31]. It is an agent-based solution that adopts a
semi-distributed hierarchy, meaning that an aiding task (agent) exists in every tile so as to perform the
migration once it receives a migration request. The first task is called migration controller and the
second one is called broker. The adopted semi-distributed hierarchy is explained so that there is one
broker in a cluster and one migration controller in each tile. The broker is responsible of issuing the
request after taking the decision of migration according to system variables like temperature and link
integrity (coming from specific monitoring processes). The migration controller, in turn, executes the
migration process. This solution fits fully distributed memory architectures and is scalable so that it
can be deployed on the system regardless of how many tiles it comprises.
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Every migrate-able task has one destination to migrate to if necessary and its source becomes a
future destination after migration; this is called single destination migration (SDM). This is due to the
use of a scenario-based design flow where a spare tile is chosen to accommodate replicas of
migrating tasks code. All destinations are determined statically before compilation and linking which
allows taking code copies of the migrate-able tasks to be linked in their destinations. However, the
decision to migrate is completely dynamic and can be applied at run-time. In our experiments,
migration is limited to be within the same cluster. Nevertheless, it is still possible to migrate a task
anywhere in the system at the cost of adding extra communication and synchronization between
brokers. This alternative, together with single (instead of many) destinations for each migrate-able
task, is chosen for different reasons:
● To avoid memory inflation in case of copying numerous migrate-able tasks to many tiles.
● To minimize the number of scenarios of task mappings which in turn facilitates the system
design phase and avoids bloating the number of possible task mappings. This also
contributes to making it possible to attain required levels of quality of service.
● To guarantee the quality of service in the destination as it is chosen by the mapping tool
taking into considerations all objectives.
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In order to function properly and achieve their purpose, both controlling tasks (Broker and Migration
Controller) require necessary information about migrating tasks, their neighbour tiles and their
destinations. Since task migration is added as a capability to the system, all its necessary tasks,
tables and information are generated automatically along with DAL library and the applications in precompilation phase. The automatic generation tools is described in [57].
The broker, responsible for migration decisions, uses a table called global view table (GVT) which
gives an overall view of all migrate-able tasks in all tiles in the cluster. For every tile, all migrate-able
tasks are listed, their destinations, locations of all their neighbours and a field that determines whether
migrating this task is possible or not. The migration controller, responsible for actual migration on
each tile, uses another table called destination lookup table (DLT) containing all information of all
migrate-able tasks which reside in their local tiles along with the information concerning their
neighbours.
Task migration challenges and solutions
Several issues and challenges have to be addressed in the design of task migration solution (a
complete treatment can be found in [31]), chiefly among them being communication inconsistency
and
task
safe
stop-and-resume;
more
in
detail
they
are
as
follows:
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A. Communication inconsistency
There are two main sources of communication inconsistency; they are:
1. Location change of migrated task: consistent communication resuming after migration
is impossible without updating the migrated task address task on its neighbours.
2. Left unprocessed tokens: A migrating task may have unprocessed tokens stored in its
input FIFO(s), therefore consistent communication resuming requires moving the
unprocessed tokens to input FIFO(s) in the destination.
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To overcome the issue of location change, we introduced configurable channels depicted in
Figure 19. These channels differ from ordinary ones as they have two branches in the design
time at the migrate-able task side: one is attached to the default location where the migrateable task starts executing and the other is attached to its migrated destination. Only one
branch is active at a time. When the migration controller receives a request, it switches the
branches and updates the channel without the need of changing the port in the application
layer, which leaves application code untouched and completely unaware to the change.
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Figure 19 - Configurable channels
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To overcome the issue of communication inconsistency, we propose using a communication
protocol. This protocol is managed by a thin layer over the driver layer which resembles the
data link layer. The protocol is all about writing with copy, i.e. once a task is writing to another,
it locally stores all transmitted tokens until acknowledgment from the consuming task is
received so that it can flush them from its local FIFO. With this protocol, we are sure that
there is a copy of all unprocessed tokens still residing in the FIFO of the neighbour to the
migrating task. This allows the re-forwarding of all unprocessed tokens so that communication
with the replica can be resumed, ensuring communication consistency.
In Figure 20, a simple illustration for the communication protocol is depicted. On the sending
side, T1 sends tokens to T2 keeping a copy in a copy buffer CB; on the receiving side, all
incoming tokens are stored in a receive buffer RB, then T2 acknowledges T1 once it
consumes them so that T1 can flush them from CB.

Figure 20 - Communication protocol
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B. Task safe stop-and-resume
Another important challenge shared among all cases of migration regardless of system
architecture, is guaranteeing safe stop and resuming of the migrated task at the destination
node/tile. Migrating tasks must be stopped safely preserving their state and they must be
resumed safely on their destinations. We use migration points to set predefined points where
tasks can be safely stopped and resumed. A migration point is a checkpoint in the code of
every migrate-able task that informs it whether a migration request was issued. We benefit
from the programming model of EURETILE which supports loop-based data-flow applications
so that a migration point is inserted in the process model where application code is supplied
in the form of init, fire and finish procedures. In this way, no modification is required on the
code in order to insert migration capability. When a task checks the aforementioned point and
finds the migration request, it halts, allowing safe collection of task state to be sent to the
destination.

7 Test applications and benchmarks
In order to evaluate the proposed design flow, two main sets of applications have been developed
using the proposed programming model: 1- a set of dynamic multimedia many-process applications,
including a picture-in-picture software for embedded video processing as well as a distributed
implementation of a ray tracing algorithm and an H.264 codec pair (see [58]); 2- a many-process
simulator of neural activity and plasticity that generates complex inter-process time-variant
communication traffic patterns. This benchmark (see [59] is representative of a brain simulation, with
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potential applications to embedded robotics. In this section, the two sets of benchmarks are
described.
7.1 Multimedia applications
Data-flow kernel applications: To demonstrate the capabilities of the design flow, applications typically
used in digital signal processing have been ported: a distributed implementation of an N-point fast
Fourier transformation (FFT); an N-order IIR filter; a distributed implementation of a matrix
multiplication.
Multi-stage video processing application: A multi-stage video-processing application has been
implemented, decoding a motion-JPEG video stream and subjecting it to a motion detection method.
The MJPEG decoder can decode multiple video frames in parallel. The motion detector is composed
of a Gaussian blur, a gradient magnitude computing using Sobel filters and an optical flow motion
analysis.
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H.264 codec: The H.264/MPEG-4 AVC (Advanced Video Codec) is one of the most widely used video
coding standards in recent years. The considered implementation is similar to one previously
proposed for the HOPES framework [60] that supports the coding standard baseline profile.
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Ray tracing: Providing a high degree of realism, raytracing is expected to be implemented as a realtime rendering algorithm in the next generation of embedded many-tile systems. Ray tracing
applications naturally consist of three logical parts, the first one being the rays generation, the second
- and most computationally intensive - being the intersection of the rays with the scene to render and
third being aggregation of the calculated values and storage to an image file. This partition is the one
used for the process network specification, as it allows us to neatly separate the intersection part,
which we are mostly interested in parallelizing as it has the most impact on total runtime.
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Recursive array-sorting: The considered sorting algorithm is quicksort which, being based on
recursion, cannot be specified using conventional models of process networks. However, the
application can be specified efficiently as an EPN. The top-level process network consists of three
processes: Process “src” (“dest”) generates (displays) the input (output) array and process “sort” sorts
the elements in ascending order. As the quicksort algorithm recursively sorts the array, process “sort”
can be replaced by a structural description which divides the array into two smaller ones that can be
individually sorted.
Picture-in-picture (PiP) video decoder: As sample of dynamic set of processes starting and stopping at
unpredictable time (user interaction) we used the PiP video decoder application.
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The PiP video decoder is composed of eight scenarios and three different video decoder applications.
The HD application processes high-definition, the SD application standard-definition, and the VCD
application low-resolution video data. The software has two major execution modes, namely watching
high-definition (scenario HD) or standard-definition videos (scenario SD). In addition, the user might
want to pause the video or watch a preview of another video by activating the PiP mode (i.e., starting
the VCD application). Due to resource restrictions, the user is only able to activate the PiP mode
when the SD application is running or paused, or the HD application is paused.
In section 8 we show the scalability on a multi-tile platform (VEP) of the state (start/stop) switching
latency.
7.2 Distributed simulation of polychronous and plastic spiking neural networks
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A natively distributed mini-application benchmark representative of plastic spiking neural network
simulators (DPSNN-STDP) (see [59]) has been developed, with an architecture largely inspired by the
large scale neuro-synaptic simulators developed by [61], [2] and [3]. Processes describe synapses in
input to cluster of neurons with an irregular interconnection topology, with complex inter-process
traffic patterns broadly varying in time and per process; it can be used to gauge performances of
existing computing platforms and drive development of dedicated future parallel/distributed computing
systems. The application was designed to be natively distributed and parallel, to be easily plugged to
standard and custom software/hardware communication interfaces and, for a given configuration, to
have output which is invariant against how many processes or hardware nodes it is run on, to simplify
the scalability analysis on different architectures.
7.2.1 Validation of functionality and scaling of the many-process neuro-synaptic simulator
The many-nodes C++ process network simulating neural activity and synaptic plasticity is compatible
with EURETILE DAL over DNA-OS and standard GNU/Linux plus MPI. Profiling and strong and weak
scaling analysis of the code were performed first on QUonG (on a number of physical cores varying
from 1 to 128) and over the commodity network. Grids of columns of Izhikevich neurons projected
synapses locally and towards first, second and third neighbouring columns. Simulated network size
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varied from 6.6G to 200K synapses (Figure 21). The code demonstrated to be fast and scalable: 128
hardware cores at 2.4GHz in 10s produce 1s of simulated activity and plasticity (per Hz of avg. firing
rate) of a 3.2G synapses network (full description in [59]).

Figure 21 - Strong scaling of the DPSNN-STDP mini-app benchmark. For an ideal scaling the
execution time should grow proportionally to the number of synapses and to the firing rate, and should
reduce proportionally to the number of cores applied to the execution.
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Results produced by a DPSNN benchmark run can be plotted in a “Rastergram”, a diagram
describing the collective spiking activity of a neural network; in the one shown in Figure 22, the
horizontal axis is the simulation time and the vertical axis is the identifier of individual neurons. Each
dot represents a spiking event, i.e. the membrane potential of an individual neuron moving, for a few
milliseconds, from a polarized state (around -65 mV) to a depolarized state (peaking around +30 mV).
The workload needed to produce the first two seconds of simulated activity can be considered
representative, because its production includes the simulation of the faster dynamic behaviour and of
the slower plastic behaviour. During each second of simulation, neural dynamic is responsible of the
network evolution (computed at submillisecond time resolution), while synaptic plasticity is applied at
the end of each second of evolution and his effects are visible on the successive second of activity.
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Figure 22 - Neural Activity: Collective Rastergram of the spiking activity of 1000 neurons (upper
figure) and evolution of the membrane potential of two individual neurons (second and third graph),
each one spiking twice (i.e. peaks of membrane potential).
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This code demonstrated its ability to replicate the same spiking activity and neural plasticity produced
by an open-source, non-parallel reference code made available by Izhikevich. In particular, we
adopted a coding style that allowed to reproduce identical neuro-synaptic activity independently from
the number of processes used for the parallelization. The distributed code produces identical spiking
activity both on the MPI and DAL execution platforms. This feature simplifies the comparison between
the performances on QUonG produced by the EURETILE tool-chain (DAL on DNA-OS) vs. a standard
MPI on Linux environment reported in Section 8.

8 Experimental Integration Results
Experimental results from the execution on both the simulated platform (VEP) and the hardware
platform (QUonG) are expanded here.
8.1 Experimental results on the QUonG hardware platform
8.1.1 DNA-OS on QUonG
DNA-OS [35] has been ported on different architectures. The QUonG porting includes all the features
required to generate, start, and run applications, namely a PCIe driver, a DNP driver, an Intel IGB
driver for the Ethernet interface (in order to start and synchronize all QUonGs), as well as support for
multi-tile and multi-core. A script downloads all binaries using the IGB driver. Then we start a
synchronization process of all QUonG. This is all performed in a fully automatic fashion and does not
require any action from the designer.
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8.1.2 Executing the DAL version of the neural DPSNN benchmark on QUonG
The DPSNN application has been ported to the DAL programming environment for execution on the
EURETILE hardware platform, using DNA-OS and its software tool-chain for binary generation. In the
DAL model of the DPSNN application, several parameters may be tuned at each run, e.g. the number
of processes, of neurons per process and of synapses per neuron, the kind of interconnection
between neurons (network topology) and of external thalamic input, etc. A 16-tiles QUonG cluster - a
total of 128 hyperthreaded hardware cores - was used. In the following sections we report about 1the comparison of the efficiency of DAL on DNA-OS execution vs. a “standard” environment (MPI on
Linux) and 2- about the scaling on a full QUonG system (16 tiles interconnected with APENet+).
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Efficiency of the EURETILE tool-chain (DAL on DNA-OS) vs “standard” (MPI on Linux)
For the developer of a many-process application wanting to run on a many-tile platform, the
EURETILE toolchain provides a set of added values, most importantly high efficiency execution. To
prove this, we gauged the runtime and scaling properties of the neural network simulation on a single
multi-core server for a varying number of DAL (and MPI) processes. On a single QUonG multi-core
node, inter-process channels can be implemented over shared memory and each process can run on
a dedicated (HyperThreaded) core. Table II shows the efficiency of our software toolchain, compared
with standard MPI in a GNU/Linux environment. We ran a relatively small neural network, 13.1M
synapses, active at 12Hz mean rate, projected by a mix of 80% Izhikevich excitatory RS and 20% FS
neurons, with a mean of 400 synapses per neuron. Long Term Potentiation/Depression of the
synapses is also included in the simulation. Such “small” network challenges the capability to be
efficiently distributed over a high number of processes and hardware resources. On each QUonG
node we used for the application a maximum of 16 (HT) cores. As expected, best performances were
obtained when processes were allocated one per core. Distributing the simulation over a greater
number of processes (overcommitting the available hardware cores) led to slower execution.
number of software processes

1

2

4

8

16

32

64

MPI on Linux (exec seconds)

46.9

27.0

11.8

9.9

8.3

11.0

24.4

DAL on DNA-OS (exec
seconds)

46.1

23.0

17.4

10.9

9.6

10.3
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Table II - This table shows that the EURETILE DAL on DNA-OS tool chain has efficiency on-par with
“standard” (MPI on Linux) when executing on an Intel server. A 3s activity simulation of a 13.1M
synapses neural network was distributed over an increasing number of processes. Best runtime is
obtained with one process per hardware core.
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Further tests were carried out to show DNA-OS is able to provide the system with a nearly
deterministic execution environment. Ten runs with two different configurations of 54.2M synapses
were profiled: Configuration 1 contains 8 DAL processes running on 2 QUonG tiles, 4 processes per
tile; Configuration 2 contains 16 processes evenly distributed on 4 QUonG tiles. This trial differs from
the previous one in the fact that here off-tile communication exists - the DNP is used - hence its time
is taken into consideration. The resulting statistics can be found in Table III.
Configuration 1

Configuration 2

2

4

DAL processes

8

16

number of columns

64

128

Average execution time (seconds)

20.8809585

23.6005321

Standard deviation (seconds)

0.007074652

0.010195061

0.017256

0.03104

AC

QUonGs

Range (difference between maximum and
minimum execution times) (seconds)

Table III - This table demonstrates that the EURETILE DAL on DNA-OS tool chain is able to get a
good determinism for different problem sizes and different QuonG platforms. This should be
exploitable to reproduce simulation and to measure performances.
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Standard deviation is quite small compared to the execution time. Moreover, DNA-OS provides a
better ratio with about 7ms compared with about 200ms of standard deviation on GNU/Linux. Such a
determinism could be exploited in simulation and profiling.
DAL on DNA-OS scaling to the full QUonG hardware platform
Another qualifying point was the ability of the EURETILE software toolchain to manage different
QUonG platforms for different size problems, exploiting the APENet+ interconnect for communication
among different tiles and shared memories for processes on the same tile. Tables IV and V report the
execution times of the simulation of 3s for two different configurations.
Table IV - Configuration 1: the network is composed by 104.8 Million synapses:
16

32

64

DAL on DNA-OS (exec seconds)

26.3

21.9

14.0
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Number of software processes (mapped on 16 QUonG servers,
APENet+ interconnect) - 256 columns

Table V - Configuration 2: the network is composed by 54.4 Million synapses:
Number of software processes (mapped on 8 QUonG servers,
APENet+ interconnect) - 128 columns

16

32

64

DAL on DNA-OS (exec seconds)

24.46

20.79

13.06
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It is to note that network size is relatively small; a 16 nodes QUonG cluster would greatly benefit from
64 bit support to enable configurations of adequate size. At any rate, when we double the problem or
the complexity of the application while also doubling the resources thrown at it (QUonG nodes, in our
case), we observe that runtime stays almost the same. However, runtimes in Conf. 1 are slightly
greater than in Conf. 2 since the communication increases in the case where more QUonG nodes are
working.
8.1.3 Execution of task migration on QUonG server
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Functionality of the proposed migration solution is validated on a small square-computing application.
The rationale behind this choice is to show that overhead due to migration is still limited even for
applications this small. Two instances {App1, App2} of the application are mapped on a 4-tiles
QUonG platform as depicted below. The application has three tasks (Figure 23): Generator, Square,
Consumer. Generator outputs floating point data to be squared by Square and finally displayed by
Consumer. A migrating task is determined in each application instance: Square (App1_square)in
App1 and Generator (App2_generator) in App2. The Broker would be mapped on a separate tile to
avoid overheating.

Figure 23 - Mapping of the application with migration agents on a 4-tiles QUonG platform.
The experiments are undergone in three cases, as follows:
1. Case 1: no migration agents exists, hence, this case represents the normal execution without
the communication protocol (presented in section 6.3.2) or the migration agents.
2. Case 2: migration agents exist with the communication protocol, however, no migration
request is to be issued.
3. Case 3: same as case 2, but with migration so as to bring everything into action.
In the Table VI the results of the experiments are shown, with overheads relative to Case 1. There is
a negligible performance penalty (0.02% - 0.06%) due to the existence of migration agents along with
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“write_and_copy” protocol incorporated in the inter-processes communications. Performance penalty
due to migration is 14.5% - 18.25% depending on the position of migrating task in the task graph. This
determines how many neighbours the migrating task has and their mappings and, as a result, the
magnitude of inter migration controllers communications which, in turn, impacts migration overhead.

App1

App2

Case

Starting time
(μs)

Ending time
(μs)

Execution time
(μs)

Overhead

1

65,027,461

67,247,538

2,220,077

N/A

2

28,401,948

30,623,281

2,221,332

0.06

3

21,754,757

24,379,930

2,625,173

18.25

1

33,163,108

35,387,392

2

28,687,143

30,911,856

3

40,811,884

43,358,217
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Application

2,224,284

N/A

2,224,713

0.02

2,546,333

14.49
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Table VI - Results of task migration experiments.
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We show also the overhead variation with the size of task state in Figure 24. The data payload DNP
packet can accommodate is 4kB, we have run some experiments on just App1 varying the task state
from 4kB to 40kB in 8 steps. Migration overhead shows a linear relation with migrating task state size
with approximately constant 45μs added for each 4kB increase in state size. This is because the DNP
sends n packets where n = ceiling(S/4) where S is state size in kB.

Figure 24 - Migration overhead (in ㎲) versus migrating task state size (in kB).

8.2 Experimental results on the VEP simulator
Apart from supporting the development of the software toolchain, the VEP was used to assess some
essential non-functional characteristics of the EURETILE system. The IRISC in every tile was
configured to run at 100MHz, for the sake of low power consumption, and with 4MB of on-tile memory
(mimicking the combined capacity of nowadays SRAM and Flash on-chip memories). Further details
of the VEP setup can be found in [10].
Data transfer rate: The aggregated data transfer rate between two DAL processes was measured for
process mappings causing data packets to travel through a different number of tiles. Cases with 1, 8
and 31 DNP hops and increasing data token sizes were examined. The observed peak data rate is
22.3 MB/s as shown in Figure 25a.
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Runtime manager overhead: how long the runtime environment takes to start and stop an increasing
number of processes is shown in Figure 25b. Starting and stopping processes is the major cause of
overhead when switching scenarios. This experiment compares the cases when several processes
are mapped on a single tile and on two different tiles. On a single tile, the time to start and stop the
application increases linearly with the number of processes. If the processes are distributed between
two tiles, the time to start and stop the application is almost the half of the time for one tile.
Achieved speed-up due to application parallelism: Applications that expose coarse-grained
parallelism can better exploit the EURETILE system to achieve speedup. For instance, the arraysorting benchmark (see Sec. 5.1.1) can be executed up to 7.01x faster when it is partitioned and
executed on several tiles, as shown in Figure 25c. The cost of splitting an array prevents an even
higher speedup.
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Process and channel management overhead: If an application exposes fine-grained parallelism, then
processes could be too small to absorb the overhead imposed by the process and channel
management. This is the case of a 64-point FFT application that can be partitioned into processes
executing simple butterfly operations. Figure 25d shows the execution time of FFT-64 when mapped
on 64, 128, or 192 tiles compared to a reference on 32 tiles. The execution time is anyway reduced by
a factor of 1.36 when going from 32 to 192 processes. This demonstrates low communication latency
and low process management overhead of the EURETILE system.
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Figure 25 - EURETILE tool-chain characterization using the VEP.

9 Discussion of results
In this section we discuss the results presented in the previous section, highlighting lessons learned
from benchmarking our target platforms. Finally, we discuss possible limitations of the proposed
approach, both as conceptual limitations discovered thanks to actual integration work performed and
conceptual analysis of possible further integration efforts. We also propose related future work.
9.1 Programming model and its scalability
The proposed DAL programming model has been one of the firsts that was able to provide reasoning
about the correctness of a dynamic system at design-time and, at the same time, to efficiently exploit
the available hardware resources at run-time. Its capability to specify complex systems has been
shown in various case studies so that other frameworks have adapted the basic semantics of
execution scenarios. Furthermore, the performed case studies demonstrated that the DAL
programming model offers low communication latency and low process management overhead. In
fact, by specifying the application as an EPN, the application’s degree of parallelism can be selected
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depending on the available resources so that scheduling and interprocess communication overheads
can be minimized.
The current limitations of the programming model are based on the static specification at design-time.
In fact, the original system configuration can only be adapted if the corresponding change is
described in the original system specification. For instance, if unknown applications can be installed
after deployment, system analysis and mapping decisions must be performed at run-time, requiring
fast and accurate heuristics, which do not cause long response times. Furthermore, the speedup of a
DAL application with respect to the number of available tiles is still limited by the intrinsic scalability of
the application. In fact, the benchmarks developed in the context of EURETILE have shown two
scalability issues of process network topologies. On the one hand, some of these applications are
limited by one, or few processes that are most computing intensive. On the other hand, applications
like the proposed neuro-synaptic simulator can be designed using native distributed coding and
network topology styles leading to good scalability.
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9.2 Fault management approach
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Three complementary fault management strategies have been designed and implemented in the
context of EURETILE to achieve high system dependability. Temperature related reliability issues are
avoided by using thermal-aware mapping strategies. To execute time-sensitive applications, critical
processes and subnetworks are duplicated during design space exploration. On the other hand, to
reliably execute critical, but non time-sensitive applications with low runtime overhead, a
comprehensive fault detection and reaction mechanism has been proposed. The hardware fault
detection capability of LO|FA|MO has been tested on both the VEP simulator and the QUonG
platform. LO|FA|MO is designed with sufficient redundancy to ensure that the system is always aware
of any fault at the hardware layer. Clearly, the concept of fault tolerance and fault reactivity can also
be combined to ensure that the system masks multiple faults while maintaining critical time
parameters such as latency or throughput.
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The limitations of the proposed fault management solutions stem from the chosen design strategy: the
design makes an implicit assumption that all faults will either be detected by the LO|FA|MO detection
system or will be observed as a timing fault, which does not cover certain fault categories, e.g. value
faults. The basis of the chosen strategy is to focus on the harder problem of detecting a timing fault,
with the knowledge that several mature value fault detection approaches are already available.
9.3 Runtime system
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After several experiments with QUonG platform running both Linux and DNA-OS, it is clear that, when
using a full fledged OS targeted mainly for HPC, the execution times spread considerably. On the
contrary, running applications on embedded operating systems like DNA-OS keeps these times
almost constant. The standard deviation found in the results expanded in Section 8.1.2 is 7ms for 2
QUonG nodes and 10ms for 4 (the standard deviation with Linux + MPI is between 200 to 600ms for
the same application). So narrow a range for standard deviation proves that the system gets much
more deterministic when running a basic operating system, let alone DNA-OS. We can highlight two
main reasons: each experiment begins with the load of binaries, processors and DNA-OS bootstrap
and the application start. With no in-cache data at the beginning of each run, this definitely increases
determinism. Moreover, Linux has many tasks and services to manage besides the application which
leads to higher unpredictability. Therefore, the higher level of determinism enabled by DNA-OS has
important advantages like more accurate application profiling and power consumption estimation.
9.4 VEP simulator
Having a virtual platform in the design loop allowed to develop and debug many EURETILE system
components before actual hardware was available, e.g. the DNP and its drivers, LO|FA|MO, the OS,
thus hastening the design process. The massive parallel nature of EURETILE posed important
scalability challenges that needed addressing by including parallel and abstract simulation
technologies to support the VEP. The resulting framework can be used to simulate hundreds of tiles
executing target binary code, thus enabling to study system scalability, as well. The capability of the
VEP simulator is mainly defined by the employed processor model and ranges from 24 simulated tiles
with the fastest ISS (IRISC IA-DBT, at 160 MIPS) for debugging purposes to 1000 tiles with a
simplified model (IRISC IAP, at 25 MIPS) for scalability testing.
IRISC architectural features limit the capability to execute some types of applications in an efficient
way. For instance, no floating-point hardware unit is provided, thus such data types have to be
emulated in software by the compiler. Also, both IRISC core and VEP DNP are limited to a 32-bits
address space which in turn limits the execution of applications with huge memory requirements on
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the VEP. In addition, the maximum data transfer rate of DAL applications is limited by buffering limits
of the DNP.

10 Conclusions
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The EURETILE project investigated innovations to the many-process software and to the many-tile
hardware architecture of future fault-tolerant embedded and HPC systems, for dynamic applications
requiring extreme numerical and DSP capabilities. The project delivered: 1- Experimental many-tile
hardware and simulation platforms, for the scenarios of dynamic many-process workloads to be run
on future fault-tolerant HPC and Embedded Systems; 2- A many-tile programming/optimization
environment, exhibiting several foundational innovations, to be applied to such dynamic manyprocess workload; 3- A set of application benchmarks, for both HPC and Embedded System domains,
coded using the new programming environment, including 1- a benchmark representative of
distributed simulation of neural activity and synaptic plasticity that generates complex inter-process
traffic patterns (see [58]) and 2- a set of dynamic multimedia embedded applications including a
picture-in-picture software for embedded video processing systems as well as distributed
implementations of a ray-tracing algorithm and an H.264 codec pair .
We experimented the proposed architecture for applications described by a few hundreds of software
processes executed on many-tile architectures, both actual and simulated, equipped with hundreds of
cores interconnected by 3D toroidal interconnects. We discussed the benefits, lessons learned and
limitations of the proposed approach, and in particular we analyzed the proposed programming model
and its scalability, the fault management approach, the run-time systems and the simulator.
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The way of representing parallelism, concurrency and fault management at system level, the
implementation of the distributed real-time operating system and the efficient, fast simulation
environment all have a strong impact on the overall optimality of the system implementation. The
extensive software design framework proposed - including all challenges described - created a
foreground, the reference EURETILE platform, that we think can be used as a starting point for the
next years road map in many-tile processing.
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